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VIVISTONE™ VIRTUAL QUARRY

ABALONE ONYX – Abalone Onyx features green and amber crystalline formations divided by thin ripples of white and dark grey. Offering 
large expanses with subtle shifts in color, as well as areas of intricate detail, the look of Abalone Onyx can vary greatly depending on the slab 
you select.

BOOK MATCH – Book Match shows you eight (8) mirrored variations of your selected project slab. You can select as many of these variations 
as you like and save them to your Slab Portfolio. The original project slab is located at the center of the ‘Book Match’ grid and is not select-
able.

CONFIGURATION – The ability to manipulate individual slabs or a number of slabs on your Design Board. Design tools allow you to rotate 
slabs, book match them (creating mirrored versions), or duplicate them.

CREAM ONYX – Cream Onyx, featuring calming analogous hues, is the most neutral of the group, but still possesses fine detail that can be 
appreciated at close range. Petite crystals expand outward, pushing amber and white to the surface in thin, scalloped ranks. 

DESIGN BOARD – An area that you can populate with selected project slabs from your Slab Portfolio. Now that all of the slabs are in one 
place, you can arrange them however you want, using the Design Tools, to meet your project needs.

FINISHES – The surface treatments available for the ViviStone glass product (see Pearlex  and Standard below).

FORMS+SURFACES – A leading designer and manufacturer of architectural products used in public spaces around the world. From innova-
tive surfaces, walls and elevator interiors, to site furnishings, lighting, and doors, our interrelated product lines invite creativity and provide 
real-world solutions to the challenges our customers face every day.  VividGlass is a Forms+Surfaces Company.

HONEY ONYX – Honey Onyx is rich in color, detail and depth. It features a unique, stacked crystalline structure, woven with horizontal stria-
tions of deep golden color. Offering a uniform pattern, most areas of this stone are similar in look and feel.

LEVELE WALL SYSTEM – A highly sophisticated cladding system that smoothly transitions from the monumental scale of an entranceway 
to the intimate setting of an elevator interior. LEVELe unites high-performance green materials, lightweight panels, an ingenious interlock-
ing grid system, numerous configuration options, as well as material, finish and pattern combinations that draw from our extensive surfaces 
palette. 

LUMILEVEL - LumiLevel is a measurement of the translucency of View glass. There are six LumiLevel options available;  talk to your Vivid-
Glass Sales Representative about the level that best suits your project needs.

MASTER SLAB – Refers to the slab that you choose from a stone family. You select an area from the master slab, and that area becomes the 
slab you work with, known as your “project slab” (see below).

OPAL ONYX – Opal Onyx architectural glass combines the convenience of glass with the rich look of real stone, bringing together milky 
amorphous shapes in a pale spectrum of white, buttercream, rose and blue-grey. With its intricate veining and detail, Opal Onyx brings 
warmth and harmony to any space, either as a standout piece or expansive feature wall.

PEARL ONYX – Pearl Onyx is a neutral stone pattern comprised of a cool palette of white, blue-grays and taupe. This elegant stone features 
fine coral-like details, as well as large gradient areas that are reminiscent of a bird’s eye view of a textured landscape.

PEARLEX – A unique, non-reflective surface that works beautifully with underlying graphics, providing crystal clarity with no glare. Pearlex 
has a high degree of durability and goes through a proprietary hardening process that makes it extremely scratch-resistant. It also resists 
fingerprints and is easily cleaned.
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VIVISTONE™ VIRTUAL QUARRY

PROJECT SLAB – Refers to the slab that you select from a master slab (see above). The project slab may include all or just a section of a 
master slab, and multiple project slabs can be taken from one master slab.  You can configure your project slabs in many ways, save them to 
your portfolio, and use them to build your final design.

REFLECT – This single-sided configuration consists of a graphic interlayer between a transparent lite of glass and a reflective glass backer. 
Reflect is ideal for one-sided applications, such as elevator interiors, where glass will be used against another surface.

REVEAL DIMENSIONS - You have the ability to set both the horizontal and vertical reveal dimensions for your project. The reveal is the 
amount of space between each slab. Our default reveal dimension is 3/8ths of an inch, which is the standard for our LEVELe Wall system, but 
you can set any reveal dimension you choose. The reveal you set will be reflected on your Design Board.

SLAB PORTFOLIO – The area that houses all of your individual slab selections for a specific project (similar to a shopping cart).

STANDARD FINISH – Standard finish is reflective and non-distortive. Its smooth surface is easy to clean.

TRIAL VERSION – The Trial Version of the Virtual Quarry allows users to experience the Virtual Quarry and create their own ViviStone design 
without having to register. Users have the ability to choose slabs, size them, and configure them in any desired pattern.  The Trial Version 
does not allow users to save, print or download their project. Please register to access the full range of features offered by the Virtual Quarry.

VIEW – This double-sided configuration is comprised of a graphic interlayer between two transparent lites of glass, allowing light to pass 
through the stone graphic. View is well-suited for use as room dividers, partitions, and in other applications where semi-privacy is desired. It 
can also be used in backlit configurations for displays. 

VIRTUAL QUARRY – The ViviStone Virtual Quarry is an online application that allows you to configure and control the renderings of your 
architectural designs involving ViviStone.  Unleash your creativity, free from the physical constraints of stone, and transform your project with 
this state-of-the-art glass. 

VIVIDGLASS – VividGlass, a Forms+Surfaces Company, is a premier designer and manufacturer of specialty architectural glass. Our products 
have been specified by top architecture and design firms and used in projects of distinction worldwide.

VIVISTONE – ViviStone is a revolutionary new product that combines the beauty of stone with the convenience of glass. Using a graphic 
interlayer between lites of glass, ViviStone is glass that is nearly indistinguishable from real stone.

WORKSPACE – Your project’s workspace is a dynamic grid that will help you assemble your project. Think of it as your project canvas. If you 
know the dimensions of your overall project, you can set the height and width of your project workspace, but this is not required.


